What was the aim behind the creation of the «Wands of Horus»?
(Synchronization of the energy bodies)
A certain portion of the spiritual inheritance of Ancient Egypt was obtained by the priests in the pyramids
during “intercourse with the gods”102
The “initiations” or “dedications” carried out in the temple complexes were an inseparable part of a
programme of spiritual transformation for a priest or pharaoh. “Dedication” revealed to the initiate a different
reality of the world and conveyed a massive energy-and-information potential. What a priest encountered during
“intercourse with the gods” influenced his view of the universe, his attitude to the world and to people. A person
who had experienced “intercourse with the gods” came away with a changed consciousness and certain supernormal abilities were opened up in him.
In order for the “dedication” to be
successful, the priest or pharaoh had to
undergo special preparation that included
freeing the organism of dross by fasting and
purging diets. Then the intended initiate had
to harmonize his nervous-emotional state.
The inner calm (without which the
“dedication” would have had a negative
effect) that is often mentioned in the texts of
The Chapters of Coming Forth by Day was
achieved by synchronizing the individual’s
bio-energetic rhythms with the rhythms of
the Earth’s energy system.
Book of the Earth, part A, personification of

energy clock

The missing element in the practices and instructional programmes of present-day schools of spiritual
development is a knowledge of the fundamental properties of the “Human Being–Earth–Universe” system,
those properties that determine the choice of method for the development of consciousness, their acceptability
and effectiveness. Consequently account is not taken of highly important peculiarities of human genetics that
make it possible to discover and activate within a person special abilities properly and without risk to life only if
that person’s energy structure is synchronized with the energy structure of the Earth103 in accordance with a
model that reflects the nature of their energy bodies.
All the present-day schools of parapsychology, “out-of-body experience”, remote viewing, rebirthing,
development of alternative viewing, cosmo-energetics or psychotraining104 lack what was a highly important
preparatory stage in the “priestly schools” of the Ancients.
The negative situation that exists in the field of training today is made worse, too, by the fact that the
established conception of the development of abilities as the step-by-step mastering of one element, then
another is erroneous in respect of the practices listed above. In following the accepted stereotype people
inevitably fall into a “trap”105 from which they cannot then escape on their own. Consequently the result of
practices that do not take account of the genetic peculiarities of energy bodies will in a real sense be nothing,
or in the worse case highly deleterious. It is for precisely this reason that many of the world’s religions look on
such practices as heresy that brings harm. That kind of attitude is a sort of unconscious defensive reaction to a
danger which people do not recognize, having long since lost the knowledge.
What is the fundamental point of that knowledge?
It is founded upon the doctrine of “the structural unity of the Human Being and the Universe” that
formed the basis of the ancient perception of the world. (Appendix 17)

Book of the Earth, part A, personification of (water)
energy clock.

In the hierarchy of the life-giving nature of the
Universe, the human being is a child of the Earth. The
Earth, and not the Cosmos, gave birth to earthly
humanity and consequently, the human energy
structure resembles the energy structure of the Earth
as its mother organism.106 The human being has a
material body and so does the Earth. The human
being has seven energy bodies with doubles of the
organism’s most important systems, and the Earth
also has seven.107 That is where the parallels end.
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At the present stage of human development, a person’s energy bodies are of tremendous importance.
An individual’s energy structure consists of a number of energy bodies that contain matrices (doubles) of the
most important systems in the human organism (circulatory, nervous, endocrinal) with the exception of the
digestive system that has no double in any of the human energy bodies.
Let us examine the construction of the first three energy bodies of the human being, as they are the
ones that played a key role in the process of preparing a priest for “intercourse with the gods”.
If we picture the human energy systems as a series of three-dimensional
holograms, removing from the set the hologram that is the first energy body, we see in
it the matrix of the system of energy canals (see fig. 42).
Exactly copying the circulatory system, the intricately branching network of
energy channels creates a framework (or matrix), a sort of energy skeleton. In the
process by which the organism is formed, the biological tissues “grow around” (copy)
the matrix of energy channels to form the circulatory system.
In the circulatory system the vessel acts as a channel along which the blood
flows, while the energy channel, that is the principle vessel, vibrates at a certain
frequency and structures the biological water in the blood, endowing it with special
properties. This very factor is extremely important in the mechanism of metabolic and
hormonal processes regulating the processes of the living organism.
If by the same analogy we remove from the energy system the hologram of the
second (astral) energy body, we find there the matrix (double) of the sympathetic
peripheral nervous system (see fig. 43).
fig. 42

Separating out the third (mental) component from the human energy system,
we find in it the matrix of the sympathetic peripheral and central nervous systems. Any
sort of nervous of emotional stress provokes changes in the second and third energy
bodies (disruption of the vibratory rhythms). These changes lead to a destabilization of
the energy structure of the second and third energy bodies that then causes
discomfort, nervous and psychological disorders.
Hence the three energy bodies we have identified are directly responsible for
bio-energetic rhythms and our nervous-emotional state.
The quintessence of this important section of the ancient knowledge consists
of this:
Genetically the human being is constructed in such a way that if a person’s
energy and biological rhythms are within the norm then his or her energy system and
consciousness spontaneously begin to interact (synchronize) with the energyinformation system of the Earth. Certain psychic abilities, clairvoyance and
clairsentience108 begin to awaken within him or her. And this occurs spontaneously in
the most natural way.
fig. 43

However, it is a genetic peculiarity of the human energy system that when it synchronizes
spontaneously its energy bodies inevitably begin to resonate with those of the Earth in turns! First the first
energy body, then the second and then the person inevitably falls into the “trap”.109 This is the inescapable
result of any sort of exercises or practices intended to activate the energy (hidden) potentials of the human
being. For that reason it is possible to state with certainty that all clairvoyants and “contactees”110 without
exception are in reality drawing information from the “network” (astral) energy-information structure. This
determines the quality, or rather lack of quality, of their information. Because of this there have been times in
history when information from this sort of “contactees” and prophets caused humanity such great harm that the
Jewish people even introduced the death penalty for prophets whose predictions failed to come true.
The loss of knowledge about the genetic peculiarities of the energy bodies and the need to synchronize
them in the correct way leaves people with no chance of avoiding an unhappy outcome.
The overwhelming majority of clairvoyants, contactees, prophets, seers, fortune-tellers and other
“gurus” disagree aggressively with this truth, but the facts are stubborn and the truth remains true, however
bitter it might be. This has been a serious problem for humanity over many millennia already.
This is how the ancients overcame the problem.
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The knowledge that was brought by “ShemsuHeru”111 to Egypt long before its heyday and provided
the foundation for Ancient Egyptian technologies goes
way beyond the limits of what has been mastered now.
The Ancient Egyptian priests achieved the correction of
disbalances and the restoration of the organism’s bioenergetic rhythms that play the foremost role in the
evolution of human beings and their abilities through the
synchronization of the individual’s energy system with
that of the Earth.
They synchronized the vibratory rhythms of the
first three energy bodies of the Earth with the bioenergetic rhythms of the first three energy bodies of the
human being, since those are the ones responsible for
the bio-energetic rhythm and nervous-emotional state.
Book of the Earth, part A “excerpt”

In this context it is an extremely important genetic peculiarity of the human energy bodies that they
need to be synchronized not in turn (first the first, then the second and third), but all the first three energy
bodies at once and at the same time with the three first energy bodies of the Earth!
To correct a person’s bio-energetic rhythms and synchronize them with those of the Earth, the ancient
priests used the “«Wands of Horus»”.112 Vibrating at a frequency set (dictated) by the hypothalamus and
pituitary on the one hand, and inducing in itself the oscillations of the Earth’s energy system on the other, the
«Wands of Horus», by intensifying those vibrations, restore and synchronize the bio-energetic rhythms of the
first three energy bodies of the human being and the Earth simultaneously. This made it possible to avoid the
complications that arise from the spontaneous consecutive synchronization of the energy bodies.
Due to the fact that the second and third energy bodies contain the matrices of the peripheral and
central nervous systems, in 100% of people working regularly with the «Wands of Horus» after as little as two
weeks a pronounced stabilization (general calming) of the nervous system can be observed. In the process
of the restoration of the rhythms of all three energy bodies, the biorhythms of the entire organism are
normalized, leading to:

improved blood circulation;

improved functioning of the internal organs;

a general correction of bio-energetic rhythms (the biofield);

stabilization of the nervous system engendering a state of inner harmony and calm.
Experiments over many years have confirmed that regular work with the «Wands of Horus», restoring
vibratory rhythms, leads to the appearance of inner equilibrium and harmonization of the person’s psychoemotional state. This was a decisive condition for the correct preparation of a priest or pharaoh for “intercourse
with the gods”.
Effectively the «Wands of Horus» are synchronizers of people’s biorhythms with the biorhythms of the
Earth. As a consequence, if they work regularly and apply themselves, users acquire exceptional abilities.
The following section of this appendix is of particular significance. A full version of it is to be published
in a book entitled The Hierophants that is being prepared for publication by Russia’s Academy of National
Security. What is touched upon in this sphere of Ancient Egyptian knowledge has a direct bearing on the
security of the individual and the very foundations of his or her spiritual and ethical doctrines. For us, who have
forgotten our sources, the knowledge described below plays a decisive role. This is why.
Having out of spiritual laziness entrusted that which each of us should do and perceive for ourselves to
“spiritual mentors” who have “dumbed down” for general consumption the surviving fragments of knowledge,
reducing them to the absurd,113 humanity provoked a chain of events the nature of which people cannot
immediately recognize. Already in the not too distant future many existing teachings will become entirely
discredited and humanity will begin to fall into another profound spiritual stupor the path out from which will be
long and painful. Responsibility for this sits squarely on the shoulders of that portion of self-assured humanity
that while striving for spiritual growth paid no heed to the important warnings left in deep antiquity. Unbeknown
to themselves all practitioners have found themselves face to face with a danger that they still cannot see, but
that has already entered their lives with the blessing of the teachers they revere.
Some of the “advanced” have already paid a heavy price without even having had time to understand
what happened to them. The same fate lies in store for all the rest, especially the most fanatically-minded
disciples.
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APOPIS
(the factor of the cosmic Law)
Several sections of The Chapters of Coming Forth by Day contain texts that point to the existence of
factors regulating certain aspects of the daily existence of the Creator and the human being114 that is a
projection “constructed” in accordance with a genetic code shared with the Creator. This applies first and
foremost to the process of cognition.
At the centre of the Ancient Egyptian spiritual world
view lay the “The boat of millions of years” containing the
“great nine gods” headed by Ra who created himself out
of Nun
(primordial energy). The voyage of the “gods
39
in the boat of Ra” symbolizes the process of cognition.
On their way from “Darkness to Light” (along the path of
cognition) a number of dangers lie in wait for Ra and all
the good spirits. These dangers are embodied by
gigantic serpents, the chief of which is called
Apopis
. Constantly at hand, Apopis symbolizes
the age-old threat hanging above the boat and its crew.

The Boat of Ra
Let us briefly examine the meaning of this image and
the logic in the presentation of the priestly message (warning)
it contains.

In depicting Apopis as a symbol of the force
hostile to Ra, the priests were making a very important
warning about the existence of the Law as a special
characteristic of nature surrounding Ra. If we bear in
mind that the environment through which the boat is
sailing is the body of Ra, then Apopis is a manifestation
of a higher “supra-universal” Law. The snake is its
envoy115, monitoring all stages of Ra’s voyage. Only
Book of Gates, second division, third
wisdom in the guise of Djhuty, (Thoth), who is present in
hour, middle register, Bark of Ra.
the boat, and strict observation of the law in the guise of
Ma’at make the onward journey possible. Any breach of
the Law and Apopis will swallow Ra (the human being)
proceeding “from Darkness to Light”.
Judging by the meaning of the texts, in one of its
hypostases Apopis symbolizes the Law of some suprauniversal nature, observance of which makes the voyage
of Ra’s boat possible. In another Apopis is the
personification of the immune system of nature, the
properties and logic of which “Ra and all good souls”
perceive and need to consider as they move “from
Darkness to Light”.116 If we remember that the ultimate
Solar boat from end of middle register of
goal of the pharaoh or priest was to soar up to heaven
'enigmatic' composition.
and there, in the endless expanse of stars, to sail
together with the sun-god Ra on the “Boat of millions of
years”, then this is a direct indication that the Law whose
83
envoy Apopis is also applies to human beings , since the immune system of the person is a projection of the
immune system of the Universe that is the body of the Creator.
First and foremost the warning subtly expressed by the priests in the image of
Apopis applies to that portion of humanity that is fanatically obsessed with the
evolution of awareness, the development of its of energy and the growth of its
own abilities through various practices creating special states of
consciousness and tapping into the flows of “cosmic energy”. Entering into
interaction with energies of a higher order, a person without being aware of it
becomes a carrier of those energies. Those energies gradually begin to
reorganize the person’s energy system.
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As a result on a genetic level mutational processes are initiated in the person that are accompanied by
a transition of the person’s energy system to the next level. This process that is impossible to control mentally
by any kind of effort of will was a particular concern for the priests of ancient times. The core of the matter is
that the beginning of the transformation processes that accompany the formation of a new energy system will
always pass through a phase of spontaneous cell division in the organism. Medically this process is known as
cancer.
Indicative in this context is a statistical analysis of the consequences of the influence on the organism
of those energies with which a person interacts when practising as a healer. The results of an analysis carried
out by specialists from the Russian Academy of National Security proved astonishing. Within 7 to 10 years of
graduating from a school of healing, many diplomaed specialists actively engaged in healing practice died of
oncological diseases. This applies not only to healers and psychics, but also to the ideological leaders of
spiritual and esoteric schools. It was shocking to learn that such well known and acknowledged authorities as
Sri Djuddu Krishnamurti, Romana Maharishi, Sri Ramakrishna, Sri Aurobindo, the Mother, Madame Blavatsky,
Helena Roerich, Nisargadatta Maharaj, Vanga, Osho (Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh), Castaneda and many
others also succumbed to cancer. Ignorance of the Law evidently does not free human beings from the
requirement to observe it, be they even Ra himself!
Against this background we begin to understand the origin of the inner blocking mechanism that
appears in many people who take an interest in esoteric practices but move on in time, and also the outright
negative attitude of the Orthodox Church to occult sciences, the cognition of supernatural forces, astral
practices and working with subtle energies. The roots of this non-acceptance lie in the ancient priestly warning
that found reflection in one of the episodes of the Bible story.
After Adam and Eve, at the prompting of the “serpent”, tasted the fruit of the tree of knowledge, God
banished them from paradise, making them mortal. We have already mentioned that in the ancient
philosophical world view the voyage of “the gods in the boat of Ra” symbolized the process of cognition.39 It
follows that the process of gaining knowledge is good, but from the biblical account it emerges that
nonetheless there is something not quite right about cognition, because God became angry. Otherwise why
were Adam and Eve permitted to eat the fruits of all the trees growing in the Garden of Eden except those of
the Tree of Knowledge? Our view of this at first sight ambiguous biblical episode is changed in the light of the
warning left by the priests. Moving without awareness along the path of knowledge brings harm not only from
an ethical perspective. Entry into the higher energy spheres during the exploration of occult sciences and to a
large extent blind following of the paths of esotericism induces in a person something that if he or she is
unprepared will lead to death.
The appearance of a cancer is the reaction of a person’s immune system to the inner energy
reconstruction that arises from interaction with energies of a higher order. In this instance the immune system
begins to manifest itself in an unexpected light. Reacting to changes in a person’s energy stock, the immune
system launches a program directed towards self-destruction of the organism, if the genetic peculiarities of the
energy bodies are not taken into account in the process of developing abilities.
This factor lying in wait for all those who embark on the path of self-perfection is the essence of the
priestly warning embodied in Apopis, a warning of the existence of a Law that needs to be considered when
moving along the path of knowledge. A dire outcome is inevitable unless a person knows of the Apopis factor
(the Law) and possesses the technology to stabilize (control) the ongoing process.
The practices carried out in the temple complexes and pyramids were a central element in the
programme of spiritual transformation for a priest or pharaoh and carried in them a mighty potential of energy.
The energy obtained during the practices evoked profound changes in a person’s energy structure and had to
be stabilized by being converted into an energy acceptable to the person’s energy structure. The
transformation of the energy received took place at a very profound internal energy level in the process of
synchronizing the individual’s energy system with that of the mother organism, the Earth.
It was to tackle this exceptionally important task that the ancient priests
used the «Wands of Horus» and the pyramids. The idea of creating the
latter was suggested to them by a civilization at a higher level of
development, undoubtedly of cosmic origin as the likelihood of earthlings
discovering these mechanisms by empirical methods is extremely small.
This is the field which contains the main idea behind the construction of
the pyramids and the use of the «Wands of Horus». They were created
to stabilize the energies with which a person interacted in order to avoid
cancer (to subdue Apopis). And all the therapeutic properties that the
fig 50 Papyrus NU
«Wands of Horus» and the pyramid have are an accompanying effect.
Nu is driving away Apopis having Wand
The priests of ancient times were fairly healthy people, and in creating
of Horus in his hand
and using the «Wands of Horus» and the pyramids they were pursuing
other, more important ends.
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Book of Gates, second division (P)-third hour (H), scenes 9, 11, 13- gods in shrines, solar bark, Atum subduing Apophis.

The function of the «Wands of Horus» goes far beyond the uses that have currently been mastered.
The fact that the Wands are the commonest attribute found in statues of the pharaohs and priests of Ancient
Egypt is a direct indication that they were an item of the greatest possible significance.
Anticipating a polemic on the material just presented, we reiterate that there is no other technology for
tackling such a serious task. No meditative, praying or energy-informational safety techniques can help here.
It is important top note that stabilization of the energy potential with the aid of the «Wands of Horus»
and the pyramids evokes a slowing of auto-immune processes. As a result systematic use of the «Wands of
Horus» and the energy of the pyramids has a positive influence not only on health, but also on longevity.
Indirectly this is alluded to in the ancient texts which tell us that before the flood people lived for centuries,
drawing health from “the source of the waters
of life” that was the pyramids and the biostimulator we
know as the «Wands of Horus». Hence the «Wands of Horus» and the pyramids can be used as a
prophylactic measure, a means of protecting against cancer.117
In another words, all those who systematically and daily use Wands, taking in account all details, will
never get cancer.
Practical scientific experiments have confirmed this deduction. When a cancer sufferer remained within
a pyramid field (the inner field) for twelve days on end, a noticeable retardation of the disease process, an
improvement in general condition and significant reduction in tumour surface formations was observed.
A retardation of auto-immune processes can also be observed following systematic use of the «Wands
of Horus». (See the section on Some Results of Research into the Effects of the «Wands of Horus» and the
section on Cancer in the instructions for the use of the «Wands of Horus».)
The conclusions drawn from the analysis of texts and images are obvious and call into doubt the
reputation of the schools of “cosmoenergetics” and other trends throughout the world that do not recognize the
danger that has entered the lives not only of the “adepts” of the doctrines listed above, but also the lives of
those they instruct, people who have no idea of the ancient warning and not a thought for the threat hanging
over them. That is the reason why the «Wands of Horus» and the energy of the pyramids were an inseparable
part of life for priests and pharaohs, who were never parted from them. They used them to correct the
consequences of sun storms and magnetic storms, stabilize energy processes and synchronize their own
energy systems with that of the Earth. With these tools the priests could pass through the “boundary of death”
and develop exceptional abilities without damaging their health.
Following the advice of the priests, those now working with subtle energies should immediately begin to use the
proper tools («Wands of Horus» and pyramids) to stabilize their energy potential. This will not only allow them to avert the
onset of undesirable consequences, but also to raise the results of their practical and meditative activities to a higher
level.

Having read the warning left us by the priests of Ancient Egypt, the specialists of the Academy for the
National Security of Russia consider it vital to pass on that knowledge to the broad masses of interested
people.
Despite the fact that an extremely important natural phenomenon has been identified, about which our
distant ancestors warned us across the ages, we anticipate that some people’s reaction will be aggressive
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disagreement.118 Well, having warned our readers who are on the path of self-discovery about the
consequences of practices that do not take into account the peculiarities of the human energy system, we
uphold the right of those who dispute our reasoning to experience the Apopis factor for themselves. From the
moment they read this material the responsibility for ignoring the warning rest squarely with them.

Footnotes
102 What took place in the pyramid (temple) during “intercourse with the gods” or “initiation” is called in parapsychology
translocating clairvoyance, astral projection or “out-of-body experience”.
Astral projection or out-of-body experience is the name of a method enabling people to temporarily leave their
physical bodies and move in time and space in a non-material or “astral” body.[32]
In the process of preparing a priest or pharaoh, “initiation” was the first stage in the programme of the “Priestly
School”. The idea of “initiation” or “dedication” was to show the priest a different reality of the world, contact with which
made a person realise that his essence was immortal, being a part of the Single Creative Principle. In the course of this
remarkable experience a person entered into communion with the boundless intelligence of his own divine nature. The
priest saw the ray beyond all comparison (RA) proceeding from the Deity that was his own true inner essence. It was both
literally and figuratively a second birth, in its very highest hypostasis.
At the next stage the aim of the practices performed by the priests in the temple complexes and pyramids was
“contacts” intended to obtain particular information. A person partook of the most sacred “food” in the world, the spiritual
nourishment given by the priests during “intercourse with the gods”. After passing through this stage, a priest or pharaoh
became an Adept. His word became the “word of truth” or
“maa heru”. In papyrus texts this word always
followed the name of the person to whom it referred and meant “one whose word was true and correct”, in other words
one whose word was acknowledged as such by the gods. The hieroglyphic texts say of such people that they enjoyed the
favour of the gods in life and the delights of paradise after death.[17]
Lacking an understanding of the practices behind the texts that describe them, Egyptologists in the main
incorrectly interpret the word “maa heru” as “victorious” which bears no relation to the ideas and practices described in the
texts. [26]

103
Let us return to The Emerald Tablet of Hermes. Evidently when working on this ancient hermetical text translators
encounter major problems as they were ignorant of the ancient knowledge. Thus in their attempt to interpret unknown
ideas and abstract concepts — energy, for example — they used the no less abstract concept “Thing”. Reading the text,
we should realise that concealed behind the word “thing” is something connected with energy, and then the text of the
Tablet will cast a little light on its secret for us, telling about the factor or synchronization as adaptation.
The text speaks of different states of energy (the thing): energy as a general, abstract concept and energy as
essence, its special form, some special state into which it is transformed in the process of its evolution that involves
planetary factors and the human being as a life-form capable of turning energy into psychic energy and even more
complex states and forms of energy. The text contains a pointer to such a division. Here it is:
“You separate earth from fire, the subtle from the crude carefully and with great skill.”
In the light of the ideas expounded here in the section on “The mechanism by which the Wands of Horus with
coal and ferromagnetic filling operate”, that fire, earth, subtle and crude are used in the texts as symbols of various
energies possessing particular properties and structural characteristics that need to be separated from one another with
great skill.
The theory of “the water of life” that Thales of Miletus brought from Egypt and Aristotles’ corresponding
pronouncement about “the basic principle of all things” also clearly demonstrates that the word “thing” has a dual
meaning, covering both energy and its materialized state.
Now we shall look at what the Emerald Tablet has to say about synchronization.
“And in the same way as all things proceeded from the One through the agency of the
One, so all things were born of this single essence through adaptation.
“The Sun is its father, the Moon its mother. The wind carried it in its womb. The Earth
is its wet-nurse.
“This ‘thing’ is the father of all manner of perfection in the whole Universe. Its strength
remains whole when it turns into earth. You separate earth from fire, the subtle from the
crude carefully and with great skill.
“This ‘thing’ rises from the Earth to the heaven and descends again to the Earth,
apprehending the power of both the highest and the lowest regions of the world. Thus you
shall obtain the glory of the whole world. Because all darkness shall recede from you.
“This ‘thing’ is the force of all forces, because it overcomes any, even the most
refined thing and pierces any solid thing. Thus was the world made. Hence wonderful devices

We remind the
reader that “Sun”
and “Moon”
applied to the
wands are symbols
of Ka and BA.
Throughout the
ages “darkness”
has represented
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shall appear, the method of which is such.” [33]

evil, ignorance or
pathological
energies.

We can make the text accord better with the ancient knowledge and translate it into language that is more
understandable to us:
“And in the same way as all things proceeded from the one through the agency of the One, so all things were
born of this single essence through synchronization.
“KA is the father of this essence, BA its mother. The energy vortex carried it in its womb.
The Earth is the source of that energy.
“This ‘Energy’ is the father of all manner of perfection in the whole Universe. Its strength remains whole when it
turns into earth. You separate earth from fire, the subtle from the crude carefully and with great skill.
“This ‘energy’ rises from the Earth to the heaven and descends again to the Earth, acquiring the properties of
both the highest and the lowest energy planes (bodies). Using this mechanism you shall obtain the properties belonging
to the energy bodies of the Universe. As a result you will free yourself of disbalances (all evil).
“This ‘energy’ is the force of all forces, because it is capable of transforming any, even the most refined thing and
pierces any solid thing. Thus was the World made. Hence wonderful forms (energy states) are made, the mechanism of
which is such.”
104 This warning applies in full measure to those who work in some way with subtle energies, as well as clairvoyance,
channelling and generally all practices in the preparation for or performance of which a person spontaneously or through
meditation, hypnosis or suggestion (regression hypnosis) enters “a different state of consciousness”. This list includes
aimed at tapping into the information and energy field, mental translocation in time and space, to the past or future,
irrespective of the declared purpose.
105 A real “trap” for the unenlightened and self-assured is the informational-energetic interaction with the astral
component of the global energy-information system. Thousands of years ago the priestly teaching was already warning
about the “dark sides” of this plane of information and existence with which human beings are directly linked by their
second energy bodies. The priests described the astral plane, or rather the astral world, as the dwelling-place of the
forces of evil embodied in Seth. In the ancient spiritual and mystico-religious tradition Seth, who brought much harm to
humanity, was the “deity” to whom the ancients attribute the fall of Egypt.
In the KABALAON system Seth figures as the personification of the second “astral” component in the energy
system of the human being and the Universe. (See Appendix 21 for more on this subject.)
106
Traces of the lost integrity of knowledge can be found in many ancient hermetical texts. Despite the distortions resulting
from the influence of changing religious views, some texts preserved ideas that have their origins in deep antiquity.
The Poemandres of Hermes Trismegistos”:
“The birth of the ‘seven persons’[seven energy bodies] took place in this way. Nature gave the four elements.
Earth was the female principle, water
the life-creating element [male principle], fire brought things to maturity, out
of the ether. Nature received the life spirit and brought into the world a body in the image of the Human Being, a body of
human form. And the Human Being turned from life and Light into spirit and mind; spirit came to him from life, mind came
to him from Light…” [27]
Traces of the knowledge that the Earth was involved in the act of
creating humanity have also been discovered with the Maya. It was
preserved in the system that produced the Mayan calendar. Their
annual cycle lasted 260 days. They based their calculations on the
idea that Mother Earth, like a woman, carries the fruit of her womb
for nine months. Those 260 days are not the cosmic cycle of some
planet, but the earthly cycle of a pregnant woman. The Mayan
priests went on to multiply their 260-day cycle by 52. Then they
divided the result by 365, producing three 12-year cycles with a
small margin of error 37 years (a shift “mistake” of one year).
Fig. 166. The Sun Stone or Solar Calendar of the Aztecs. Found on
the main square of Mexico City in 1760.
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107
“This is what was until then an arcane mystery. Nature in combination with the Human Being accomplished the
most astonishing of wonders.
“The Human being consisted of air and fire like seven stewards (the seven essences of the seven spheres
[energy bodies]): Nature … gave birth to seven people, also male-females, that ascended to heaven [the seven energy
bodies formed by flows of BA-KA or yin-yang energy, the male and female principles].” [27]
108
A lack of super-sensitivity or other abilities is an indicator of imbalance in the bio-energy rhythms of the energy
channels and the conducting tissues of the organism. Earlier we mentioned that a person’s “aura” or “bio-field” is the
product of interaction between the vibrations of the various energy bodies making up the human energy system.
Disruptions in the bio-energy rhythms of the organs, systems and energy bodies are caused by nervous stresses,
improper diet and overeating, man-made electromagnetic radiation, microwaved food, ultrasound devices, muscle
stimulators (myostatic innervation) and much more that has a negative effect on the human organism. (See Additional
information on the negative factors associated with modern-day curative and preventative medical technologies).
An extremely important aspect of the way the “Wands of Horus” operate on the human organism is the fact that
the activation of the energy system induced by the wands is accompanied by an increased absorption of the Earth’s
energy flows that influence a person’s aura, restoring the rhythms of its vibrations.
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More detailed information about the reasons for the appearance of factors limiting the potential of the human being is
presented in Valery Uvarov’s book The Hierophants.
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Examples of “pseudo-contacteeship” are automatic writing, texts constantly coming into the mind, all manner of
edifying spiritual homilies, obsessive ideas, voices calling to action, and so on.
Although they genuinely believe themselves to be “contactees” or conveyors of information from “above” there is
no real contact and cannot be for a number of objective reasons.
Real “contactees”, with whom contact is (installed by) no chance occurrence, are very few in number. Compared
with the mass of “pseudo-contactees” on Earth, they are a drop in the ocean and so (might not be considered) we need
not examine them in the present context. The information with which genuine contactees deal has nothing in common
with the nonsense (like Exodus) that fills the shelves of esoteric bookshops.
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The term “Shemsu-Heru” is incorrectly translated as “the companions of Horus”. Literally it means “the followers
of Horus” and more precisely corresponds to the term “those who follow the way of Horus”. If we recollect that Horus
symbolized the idea of harmony, the term “Shemsu-Heru” can also be translated as “those who follow the way of
harmony” or the way of Ra.
The Shemsu-Heru were bearers of knowledge of a higher order from whom the race of the pharaohs sprang. The
Sacred Prayer, a “hermetical” text of Egyptian origin speaks of them with reverent awe as god-like people “devoted to the
growth of wisdom”. These Followers of Horus brought people the knowledge of their “divine origins”, by which means they
united the country. [11]
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Here is the bizarre way (nonetheless partially preserving the idea) in which this is mentioned in one of the texts of The
Chapters of Coming Forth by Day
“The Pharaoh sets off for the Duat. There he enters the ‘Great House of the Two… the House of Fire’ where in
the course of the ‘night of the calculation of years’ he will be turned into the Divine Being and ascend ‘to the eastern edge
of the Heavens’. Passing through the lands of Horus, the Pharaoh approaches the domains of Seth.
It is important to note that passing through the “lands of Horus” with whose name the “principle of harmony” had
been associated since very ancient times is an allegorical way of referring to undergoing the first stage of harmonization,
the stage of synchronizing the first energy body on the way to harmonizing the psycho-emotional state.
A small, but very important digression.
One of the divine, in the true sense of the word, qualities of human beings lies in the fact that as soon as (he or
she) they synchronize their bio-energy rhythms with the first five energy bodies of the Earth, all the “veils of maya” fall
away and they begin to see the world with different eyes. First, though, the pharaoh had to cross “the domains of Seth”,
which in practical terms was achieved by synchronizing the bio-energy rhythms of the first three energy bodies of the
Earth and the human being. When the pharaoh managed to synchronize his fifth energy body with the fifth energy body of
the Earth, the “Middle Gate of Heaven” opened before him and he understood the world, seeing the gods. There was
nothing that interrupted his gaze. (Nothing could be hidden away)
A person who has achieved this result has no need of aircraft to move his mind to other times and places to
communicate with others like him. The ancient texts refer to a person with such abilities as Osiris, a god and steward of
the Duat.
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The original meaning behind the cult of Osiris lay in the possibility of “intercourse with the gods” in a different
state of consciousness through the fifth (Osirian) human energy body after its synchronization with the fifth energy body
of the Earth. This is one of the reasons why the Giza pyramid complex where synchronization of the fifth energy body
took place was called the “fifth division of the Duat”.

Fig. 167. Mural of the burial of Seti I in the Valley of the
Kings.
Depicted in the upper part of the composition are nine
bodies symbolizing the energy bodies of the human being,
the fifth of which is the Osirian. It is placed in the fifth
sector and above it is the familiar hieroglyph
meaning Osiris. In the present case it is the eye and throne
of Osiris and thus the hieroglyph can be interpreted as
follows: “the place [body] where God [the eye of god]
sits enthroned or dwells”.

The Duat is one more mystery in the spiritual world of the ancients that Egyptologists have been unable to solve,
a secret of which we shall reveal a little today.
The meaning that lies behind this word had an immense significance for Ancient Egyptian spiritual doctrine… and
even more for us who try to rediscover what lies behind the ancient texts. The concept of the Duat carries within it the
idea of a universal energy structure of mutually interpenetrating energy planes, of the energy bodies of the Universe (ON)
and of the human being, because this informational-energetic structure is one. The ancient symbol indicates this directly.
Just look at the pictogram representing the concept of Duat
. The symbol conveys in a brilliantly simple, but
absolutely precise and eloquent manner the idea behind the hieroglyph. The five-pointed star is the human being with five
axes of symmetry, while the circle around it is the symbol of the energy system, the aura around the body. At the same
time, depending on the context, the sign can convey the idea of a star and its surrounding informational-energetic field.
This symbol is organically connected with the teaching about the unity of energy-system structure Human Being–Earth–
Universe.
It is no coincidence that in some texts of
The Chapters of Coming Forth by Day the Duat was
depicted as a space delimited by the body of a god
(human being). See Fig. 168. Note that in the upper
part of the Duat, represented in the image by the
closed circle of the god there is an exit to the
firmament (which was symbolized by the goddess
Nut). From there it was possible to reach the
Undying Star (symbolized by the Heavenly Disc).
An important detail of this depiction is that
the “exit to the firmament” is located in the top of
Nut’s head, in the place where the column of energy
(the flow of Ra) soars up from a human being’s
head. (See Appendix 4)
Fig.168. Duat

Let us return to the ancient text.
“And so, the Pharaoh was to leave the domains of Horus and head eastwards into the ‘realm of Seth’, where he
needed to find a chasm between two ‘rocks trembling before Seth’. But first the Pharaoh had to cross deserted and
dreary lands that form a broad strip separating the domains of Horus and Seth. Here the tale of the Pharaoh’s journeying
reaches its culmination: the Pharaoh approaches Amon-Ta (the Secret Place) which is the site of the Door of the
Heavens.”
At that spot the first beings of the energy world appear, summoned to monitor the passages between the energy
planes (interspatial passages). They meet every person who passes this stage.
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“Carefully, but persistently, the Pharaoh declared his divine origins, asserting that he had been brought hither by
his ‘father Ra’.”
The first serious hurdle on the Pharaoh’s way is the “long Reed Lake with swampy
water”. The Reed Lake
lay on the eastern border of Horus’s domains. Alongside extended the lands belonging to his envier Seth. This allegory
explains that immediately beyond the “lands of Horus”(the first energy body or first level of the Duat) come the “lands of
Seth” (the second energy body or second level of the Duat). The lake of swampy water is a symbol for the energy
“membrane” or transitional zone between the energy bodies. Here the first trial awaits the Pharaoh, a difficulty which any
person making an attempt to pass through the “Heavenly Gate” will encounter.
To overcome the obstacle the Pharaoh needs the blessing of his escort-god. The crossing of the lake (passing
through the energy environment) is accomplished with the aid of the Divine Ferryman who carries the gods across to the
other shore in a boat constructed by the Divine Craftsman. This is a symbol indicating the need to use particular divine
forces (energies) to accomplish this part of the journey.
When the pharaoh obtained the blessing of the gods, the boat and its oars or rudder came to life at the will of
mysterious forces; the vessel began to move on its own and sailed up to the Pharaoh as he sat on the shore. One way or
another the Pharaoh landed on the opposite side. Now he needed to make for “the Two Who Bring the Heavens Closer”.

Fig. 169. Fragment of a papyrus
In practical terms the Pharaoh obtained the blessing of the god for the crossing (the aid of divine force) as
a result of certain preparation (practice). This picture shows, albeit in a very fanciful way, the use of the
Wands of Horus to overcome the obstacle. They are depicted beneath the hands of the walking figure.
water” or the “Great Green Lake”. It is obvious,
Classical Egyptology interprets them as “a lake of
however, that the reference is to a “source of energy” — two cylinders with waves depicted within them
(symbolizing vibratory processes) that have to be applied to the palms. It is noteworthy in this context that
the energies radiated by the hands and chakras is green! The “God of a Million Years” sitting alongside is
also an energy being, since his body is covered with the tell-tale wavy lines that are a direct indication of
his belonging to the energy plane. (See Appendix 14) In his right hand the god holds a Khakh staff
representing eternity and infinity.
By using the wands to synchronize his energy bodies and harmonize his psycho-emotional state, the
Pharaoh obtained the opportunity to overcome the obstacle” and move on.

The main task and meaning of the action described here lay in overcoming the “swampy
waters” (lowquality energies) separating the “lands of Horus” from the “lands of Seth” and then the actual dominions of Seth, avoiding
encounters and conversations with anyone. (Contactees and practitioners, on the other hand, are keen to enter into
conversation!)
Many of the Chapters of Coming Forth by Day mention “Beings that the ‘departed’ fear because they can harm
them, carrying off their hearts. They are ‘the belligerent gods dwelling in Annu (ON)’ and Seth, the god of evil.”
If everything is done properly, though:
“The glistening Eye of Horus comes. It comes in calm and sends ahead the rays of the light of Ra who lives on
the horizon and it breaks down the powers of Seth in accordance with the direction…
“They make your way pleasant and cast down the demons of Seth in your name.”
In other words the person overcomes the obstacle and passes through the “lands of Seth” without the mishaps
and dangers lying in wait for the uninformed.
An illustration for another chapter shows the person described in the text moving ahead, making for Ra-Stau.
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The God of a
Million Years

The Great Green
Lake (of energies)

Ra-Stau

Utzhat
(the Eye of Horus)

Ra-Stau (Ra-Setau) is the name given to the fifth division of the Duat, which translates literally as “the place of
drawing through” into the other world. That is how the complex of great pyramids at Giza was called in ancient times. That
means that the person described in the text went to Ra-Stau in order to pass into a different world.
The text states: “As for the ‘reservoir of Ma’at’ [the energies of the Law], it is the path for Abtu (the fifth, Osirian
energy body) along which his father Tem travels when he goes to Sekhet-Aaru [the kingdom of Osiris in the Duat], the
region that gives food and nourishment to the gods who are concealed… The gate of Tchesert is the gate of the Duat, the
twin-leafed gate through which the god Tem passes when he makes for the eastern horizon of the heavens.”
The texts contain many chapters explaining the purpose of this journey. It involved passing through Amontet (the
Duat) and entering the region of daylight where the Pharaoh, having vanquished Seth, met Osiris, his father (and entered
into contact with the gods).
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Humanity has always suffered from an inclination to simplify what is actually evolving into something more complex, thus
increasing the gulf between reality and what people think of it. Pursuing this course, humanity has reached that extreme
degree of absurdity where highly important and complex spiritual ideas and practices have been replaced by, for
example, “the great mantra for liberating the mind: Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna, Hare Hare, Hare
Rama,…” That way is easier — no need to study the laws of nature and, through analyzing them to seek serious courses.
Just picture what life-forms millions of years ago that were born and lived in the ocean had to go through so as
one day to come out onto the land and form a new evolutionary branch. Human beings, on the other hand, out of spiritual
laziness, are constantly seeking easy paths along which they will always find those ready to exploit that weakness.
Nonetheless, people are generally well-disposed to others and willingly accept those who spot this helplessness and offer
simple solutions. Some “teachers” from extreme despair proclaim a mantra in the hope that through saying or chanting it
humanity will at least be doing something to further the harmonization of its inner state, connecting itself with god. Others
exploit the prevailing situation to their own personal ends. For a long time it seemed that the extreme level of spiritual
degradation had been reached, but evidently not.
The new “teachers” who succeeded the old ones have gone even further. Making their own contribution to
intensifying the process of degradation, today’s “gurus” are offering an even simpler means to “spiritual perfection” and
the solution to all problems. Now one no longer needs to burden oneself with chanting or even whispering. It is enough to
use Igor Serov’s amorphous matrices as produced by the company MATRIX or Vergun’s applicators to correct problems
with one’s body, one’s soul and even one’s car. Place the matrix applicators on whatever you think needs harmonizing
and, according to the new “doctrine”, the world will begin to improve itself, returning to the paradise that was Eden. (For
more details of this notion, see the section on The Endocrinal Orientation of Palaeotechnology.)
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Chapter 14 of The Chapters of Coming Out by Day is one of the most important and valuable, since it conveys
the essence of the teaching that the blessed spirit of the deceased needs to know. Like many other parts of the book, this
chapter was written by the priests of ON (Annu) and so reflects their views on the nature of the gods. The title of the
chapter makes it clear that the knowledge expounded therein was very useful for a human being in earthly life as well.
The text begins like this:
“I am the ascending god Tem. I am the Sole God. I acquired life in Nun. I am Ra who appeared at the beginning
of beginnings, ruler of what I have created.” (See Appendix 17)
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The Chapters of Coming Out by Day contain direct indications that the serpent Apopis is an envoy of the Law.
Here is one such passage (an extract from Chapter XVII from the Nebseni papyrus (British Museum No 9900):
“Chapters on the possibility of entering and leaving the Duat, ascents to the light in any chosen guises, spending
time in the hall and ascension in the form of a living soul.
“As for the “night of settlement and destruction” that is the night of the burning of the damned,
the execution of sinners and the slaying of souls. Who is this? It is Apopis when he rises up and
one of his heads is crowned with Ma’at [i.e. right and truth].” [26]
Fig. 171. Apopis, the Book of the Gate, detail of a mural from the tomb of Seti I in the Valley of
the Kings
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The Iuau Papyrus found at Thebes by Theodore M. Davis contains a variant version of the chapter which gives
the names of the “worms” and a vignette containing their depictions. It is notable that they are nine in number, the same
as the quantity of energy bodies in the human being and the Universe (according to the KABALAON). Here are the
names
1.Narti-ankh-em-sen-f
2.Kher-f-em-keb-f
3.Ankh-em-fentu
4.Sam-em-kesu
5.Kha-khuti-am-sau
6.Shep-tmesu
7.Am-sakhu
8.Sam-em-snef
9.Ankh-em-betu-mit
The last character in each name is the symbol indicating a “worm” (snake). That prompts the thought that each of
the energy bodies of the human being (Universe) is the side of the “Boat of Ra” next to which is one of the serpents that is
one of the nine hypostases of Apopis, swimming beside the nine-dimensional essence of the “Boat of Ra”.
The Chapters of Coming Forth by Day contain texts referring
to the possibility of the Sakhu (spiritual body) consisting of a number
of souls (bodies), its mind and its life energy, entering the Duat. In
late versions of the chapter, the meaning of these texts that once had
practical relevance is reduced to banal incantations addressed to the
denizen of the Sacred Mountain requesting that the deceased be
delivered from harm with which people associated the “serpents
dwelling in Ra-stau”. [26] In other words practical actions were
replaced by incantations.
Fig. 172. Detail of a mural from the tomb of
Ramses II in the Valley of the Kings
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The capacity of a pyramid field to have a regenerative effect on dead tissues was indicated by the experiments of
the cabbalist Enela, whose real name was Mikhail Vladimirovich Sariatin (1883–1963). He was one of the first to conduct
researches in Egypt and came to the conclusion that the pyramid heals tissues damaged by cancer.
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Reading this material many are unwilling or unable to overcome their own ego and admit their mistakes.
Practically 99% of all “clairvoyants” whose advice is so readily and blindly followed by thousands of people in reality rely
on information of dubious origin. Without recognizing what is taking place, “clairvoyants” interact whole-heartedly with
Seth, intercourse with whom always leads a human being to death! For this very reason the “cosmic teachers” of our
acknowledged teachers (Helena Roerich, Madame Blavatsky, Osho and others) never bothered to warn their pupils of the
most important thing — the mortal danger lying in wait for them! Where then is the great cosmic love and goodness that
“clairvoyants” and “prophets” around the world ecstatically proclaim?
Aggressive disagreement with what has just been stated will be due to difficulty in understanding and
acknowledging that while believing themselves members of an elect these people were actually dancing with the Father
of Lies (Seth), deceived and unprotected. It is no coincidence that in most ancient times the god Seth was depicted with
the head of an ass, and later was a symbol of misfortune for the farmers of the Nile delta.
The successes that “clairvoyants” declare in diagnosing and treating illness, truth-like divination and forecasts
that persuade the unenlightened that their “guru” communicates with a “divine teacher” in reality fall within the bounds of
the understanding that the astral plane (Seth) is our second energy body and so he knows all about us.
A few words about the gift of clairvoyance. Clairvoyance, like the ability to communicate telepathically is
something inherent in a person’s genes. The discovery and development of this capability in people in the future will be
bound up primarily with the harmonious (and not one-sided) development of civilization and energy capabilities taking into
account the very important factors described above and things of which humanity is not yet aware.
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Profound medical studies have shown that in the overwhelming majority of “clairvoyants” the manifestation of this
ability is connected with a local inflammation of the brain.
(Examples that illustrate the brain’s ability to react with the appearance of precise visions and clearly
distinguishable voices when individual areas of the cortex are stimulated with weak electric current and magnets are
given in Appendix 9).
This is precisely the factor responsible in ordinary circumstances for the spontaneous appearance of the gift of
clairvoyance, automatic writing, voices inside the head and so on. In the main this anomaly is the result of an injury,
heavy stress, sometimes due to hereditary predisposition and is intensified by entering a dense energy environment — a
church, for example. Daily services with thousands of people participating over a long period of time create a fairly
powerful energy flow in places of worship. If a person with a mild local inflammation of the brain enters a church as an
energy-filled place, the energy imbalance (excess) in the inflamed region is made worse by the powerful energy flow in
the locality. As a rule this is accompanied by a mild, and at times serious psychological disorder. The sufferer falls on the
floor, begins to writhe about and shout, producing strange inhuman sounds. To the observer it may seem that the person
has been “possessed by the Devil”. In which case the priest begins to drive out the evil spirit with prayer.
The power and sense of prayer lies in the fact that in addressing God and pronouncing the prayer in a particular
rhythm the priest creates an energy flow of a particular frequency, partially redressing the imbalance in the biological
rhythm of the inflamed region of the brain. This has a beneficial effect and as a result the person gradually comes to their
senses. This is a demonstration of the power of prayer, on the one hand, and an indication, on the other, that the
Christian tradition has preserved knowledge of methods of restoring biorhythms through rhythmically pronounced prayers.
Lastly… Modern medicine considers cancer a systemic disorder. Viewing cancer as an anomalous process,
medicine is justified in calling it a disease, although in our view that is not quite correct. Cancer is one of the phases of the
genetic program recorded in the DNA of each of us.
Lacking a conception of the real processes taking place during the formation of a new energy system associated
with oncological disorders, some healers self-confidently assert that they are able to fight the disease and supposedly can
point to successes.
As in reality the number of cases of stabilization of the disease process by healers is so infinitesimally small as to
make it impossible to assess even one instance from a scientific point of view, we should stress the following.
There are several reasons behind the appearance of cancer. Mainly they are nervous stresses, the effect of
radiation and injuries. If a cancer is due to one of those causes, treatment may bring a positive result. (See note 131).
If, on the other hand, a cancer is due to a genetic slip-up (the spontaneous launch of a genetic program) or the
effect of the turning on of a genetic program in connection with the transition of the energy system to another, higher
energy level, treatment using extrasensory methods, bio-informational programming or the means available to presentday medicine will not produce a positive result. Such a sufferer is doomed. There is only one small chance that can be
taken using a large-size pyramid and the magneto-therapy method which may just destabilize the formation of anew
energy system. (See the section on cancer in the medical instructions for the use of the Wands of Horus).
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